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EDITORIAL
Ankur the HR Club is the newest toting to the assorted
and vibrant culture at BIITM. We, at Ankur believe that
HR is not a jack's trade but an artist's muse. Hence
not every Jill can play the tune nor can every third jack
bring the pail of water downhill without spilling it.
Therefore, it has become ultimate necessity to
substantiate that HR is a methodical body of
knowledge which needs constant practice to bring
about expertise. The HR e-magazine Ankur, as the
appellation suggests, is an attempt to create
awareness on the contemporary developments of the
domain and bring about an up-to-date forum for those
who aspire to take HR as a career and even for those
who are just “Human”….
It is not surprising to see that the base theories on
human needs have remained static but priorities and
necessities of an employee is dynamic. This is
probably because of the complacency that has
gripped the very root of every business….weighing
every ounce of sweat rendered in service against
every dollar or rupee earned. And that's where the HR
loses his job with that heart piercing question” oh,
what's your damn contribution to the business…??? ”
We shall attempt to answer many such questions
through the forum.
The club undertakes to organize quizzes, workshops,
seminars and conclave activities to ensure a
concerted truce between the academic body of the
subject and its practical applications.
Towards fulfilling the mission of its existence Team
Ankur endeavors to float the HR e-magazine with the
greatest of its zeal and vigor.
Wishing you a great reading ahead!!!!
TEAM ANKUR
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Chanakya's HR Mantra
Rakesh Kumar Parida, MBA 2nd Year

Being a management student we all are familiar
with the HR concept like job analysis, selection
procedures, executive development, incentive
system, performance appraisal etc. these are the
most happening activities under the HR
department of any corporate. But friends have
you ever thought that from where exactly or who
actually developed these concepts. A legendry
historical figure of Indian origin called
“Chanakya” also popularly known as Kautilya or
Vishnugupta has contributed significantly
towards this end. Chanakya in his book
“Arthasastra” had mentioned about the above said HR concepts through his
famous strategies widely referred as “Chanakya Nitis”.
Some of the Sutras on HRM in Arthashastra

Selection test and Proper placements:
“Srutavantam upadh-suddham mantrinam kurvita”
Chanakya has prescribed very clear tests for selecting ministers
and also placing them in proper department based on the results
of test

Results of demotivation:
“Prakti-kopah sarva-kopebhy gariyan”
The anger of employees and also of the society in general is the
most to be feared, because it is the worst anger that one can
invoke or that happens to get generated when actions are taken
without a serious thought to their short and long term
consequence.

Importance of team work:
“na ekam cakram bhramayati”
One wheel can't make a cart roll; After equipping oneself, seek
helpers.

Way of communication with employees:
agni-dahat api visistam vak-parusyam
Scolding employee with very harsh word can be more harmful
to the ego of the receiver than monetary or corporal
punishment.

Employee Standing Orders / Rules:
“dande praniyate vrttih”
Employment is sustained through
enforcement of rule.

Appraisal:
?
“pratyaksa-paroksa-anumanaih karyani parikseta”
Chanakya insisted on appraisal by manager, by other
related staff and inferences from experience.
Great vision without great people is irrelevant
- Jim Collins
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The HR's Golden Purse
Vineet Kumar Das, MBA 2nd Year

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

8.

Golden hour: The first hour after a serious accident, when it is crucial
that the victim receives medical treatment in order to have a chance of
surviving.
Golden boot: Inducement offered to an unwanted employee to
accept 'voluntary separation' or retirement proposal.
Golden Handshake: A stipulation in an employment agreement
which states that the employer will provide a significant severance
package if the employee loses their job. A golden handshake is usually
provided to top executives for loss of employment through layoffs, firing or even
retirement. Payment can be made several ways, such as cash, or stock options.
Golden hello: Inducement offered to an employee of another firm to join them and
leave the previous one.
Golden Life jacket: Part of a compensation package that is offered to top
executives of a company that is being acquired by another company. The purpose
of this offer is to keep those executives in their current positions. Some forms of this
compensation can be large bonuses or company stock options.
Golden parachute: A large payment or other financial compensation guaranteed
to a company executive if they should be dismissed as a result of a merger or
takeover.
Golden Handcuff: Golden handcuffs are offered by employers to existing
employees as a means of holding onto key employees and increasing employee
retention rates. Golden handcuffs are common in industries where highlycompensated employees are likely to move from company to company.
Golden Bargaining: To conduct negotiations where two parties meet and confer
at reasonable times with open minds and the intention of reaching an agreement.

The HR Lingo
1.

7.
8.
9.
10.

Rajesh Kumar Mishra, MBA 2nd Year

Think outside of the box: Be creative
2.
I may have a window for you: I will have a slot reserved for you.
3.
Content is king: Speech must be factual
4.
Let's not boil the ocean: To undertake an impossible task or
project or to make a task or project unnecessarily difficult.
5.
Level playing field: a situation in which everyone has a fair and
equal chance of succeeding.
6.
Let's workshop this: lets workout solution in a group
Shift the dial: move the needle towards an advantageous situation
Let's socialize this: publicize
Fail forward: moving forward despite failures.
Growth hacking: Process of rapid experimentation across marketing channels
and product development to identify the most effective, efficient ways to grow a
business.

Human Resources is not a thing we do - It’s the thing that runs our Business
- Steve Wynn
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Bell Curve: Losing its popularity in Corporate…
Why so?????
Subhasri Kamila, MBA 2nd Year

When asked about the least used workplace practices for performance rating, most
of the senior HR practitioners will mention the “Bell Curve“ based performance
appraisal system. Why is it so? Bell Curve which is a forced ranking system imposed
on the employees by the management under performance appraisal. The method
compares employees' performance relative to others engaged in similar activity and
plots them along a normal distribution curve. Hence, the entire work force is divided
in to three categories top performers (10%), average performers (80%) and poor
performers (10%). This is good
when there is small number of
people. It is a disadvantage of
the ranking system that it is
dependent on the supervisors
and managers who judge the
capability and contribution of
the employee. The system is
open to bias, favoritism and
errors. When we force the same ranking method on larger work force, it creates a
sense of emotional stress and dissatisfaction among the employees. As a result of
which, the loyalty factor among them decreases leading to a high rate of attrition.
Thus the company has to go through the complete cycle of recruiting and training
procedures for a new employee. It is a loss for the company in terms of goodwill, time
and finance. It is high time that many firms have realized that happy employees are
more productive in their work. Some of the companies who are no longer using the
bell curve rating method are Infosys, TCS, Microsoft, Adobe, MindTree, Google,
Twitter, LinkedIn, online fashion retailer Yepme.com, IT firm Capillary Technologies
and radio-taxi operator Ola Cabs, KPMG to name a few.
Performance rating system with regular review could be the next big word in the
process and may turn in to a complex structure in the near future. As of now, it is
thought to be a better method than the curve. The bell curve creates a dissonance as
it limits the high performers. It is not a fair reflection as it pushes many high
performers out of the top 10% in to the lower bracket. It just does not have enough
room at the top. On the other hand, performance curve may be thought of as a bell
with more room at the top. It assumes that most employees are high performers,
some are average and very few perform poorly. Another method is the OKR
(Objectives and Key Results) Method which sets goals and objectives for the
employees and measures them. It is used by Google, LinkedIn, Oracle, Dropbox
and Twitter. There is no doubt that employees must be expecting a lot from these
successors of bell curve under appraisal. It would be too early to give any comments
on these methods. Hope it will fulfill the purpose.
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“Management is nothing more than motivating other people”
- Lee Lacoccs

Recent Labour Amendments for the year 2016. Some
quick facts……
Suprita Patel, MBA 2nd Year

?Provident Fund Act once applicable will continue to apply even if number of workers
is reduced.
?The statutory wage ceiling under the Employees' Provident Funds Scheme has
been increased from Rs. 6,500/- to Rs. 15,000/- per month.
?Employees drawing pay exceeding fifteen thousand rupees per month shall be
treated as excluded employees.
?Clubbing of two independent establishments for coverage under provident fund is
not proper.
?Go slow; shut down, strike and abusive language will justify dismissal.
?With effect from 11.09.2012, the employees drawing wages up to Rs.18, 000/- per
month is covered under the Payment of Wages Act, 1936.
?Widow of deceased is entitled to accident compensation even after remarriage.
?Clerks are now covered under Employees' Compensation Act, 1923.
?The minimum ceiling limit for death compensation has been raised to Rs. 1,20,000
from earlier amount of Rs. 80000
?For computation of compensation the maximum wage limit shall be Rs. 8000 as
against the pre-existing Rs. 4000.
?Embezzler / Theft/ pilferer deserves sacking, not mercy.
Source : www.icsi.edu/docs/Website/ Update_ILGL_Dec_15.pdf

Few Must Visit HR Websites
Pankaj Kumar Sahoo, MBA 2nd Year

?
SHRM – India: SHRM India is a subsidiary of world's largest non-profit professional
human resource association –SHRM. With over 285,000 members in 165 countries, SHRM
supports global HR community by providing certifications, collaborations, industry data
resources & research, development opportunities, academic associations and consultative
services. URL: shrm.org/india
? The HR Fund: Formed in 2011, The HR Fund is country's first HR focused privatelyowned investment company that aims to revolutionize HR entrepreneurship in the country.
URL: thehrfund.com
? Labour Law Reporter: An online publisher that aims to provide quality data related
to Employee-employer relation, Indian labor law and key judgments of Indian Courts with
regards to human resource management. URL: labourlawreporter.com
Labor Law Talk: Forum for HR professionals that mainly discusses HR issue related to
employers, managers, & human resources. URL:laborlawtalk.com/
forumdisplay.php?f= 862
? Human Capital: Formed in 1997, Human Capital is said to be India's first business
magazine focusing HR domain. Along with HR magazine, it also caters HR professionals
with the online library, case studies, e-magazine and mobile application. URL:
humancapitalonline.com
? Business Manager: Formed in 1998, Business Manager is primarily focused on
HR/IR issues targeting HR managers, management professionals, industrialists,
academicians, management institutes and management students. URL:
businessmanager.in
? HR Katha: An online platform that shares regular industry updates to keep an HR
professional updated. HR Katha aims to collaborate HR data such as best practices, culture,
tools, training and development methods, initiated and practiced by the Indian HR
professionals. URL: hrkatha.com

Source: http://www.thecareermuse.co.in/top-30-human-resources-websites/

“Human resources are like natural resources, they are often buried deep.
You have to go looking for them : they are not just lying around on the surface”
- Ken Robinson
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Social Media Etiquettes
Sweta Kiran, MBA 2nd Year

Having a social media profile is an indispensable act for every second person today.
With growing popularity of different social sites like Linkedin, facebook, whatsapp it's
not surprising that the psychometric evaluation of a future candidate is just a click away.
Posting pictures, statements, etc can at times cause irreparable disaster. According to
Jobvite's Recruiter Nation Survey 2015, here are some startling issues which
employers dislike in a profile of future candidate. So, better be aware lest you land on
losing an interesting job.
?
Photographs of own or friends partying with rum glasses or cigarette in hand.
Posting drunken snapshots
online can get you jerked off of
your job for bringing the
institution into disrepute.
?
Personal posts, Profanity or
suggestive posts are a strict nono by an employer as they view
it as an exposure of personal life
?
Poor English, wrong spellings or
typo errors should be taken care of.
?
Many employers dislike profiles where pictures of weapons like guns, bullets,
bleeding heart etc are posted. These indicate that the person posting these is too
emotional and hence unpredictable.
?
Well, a limited social media presence is also seen as negative which suggests
that the candidate may not be very cooperative in workplace.
?
Beware, do not over-post yourself to be termed as social butterfly.

Faculty Coordinators :
§
Ms. Malavika Pattnaik, Asst. Prof. (HR)
§
Ms. Jayalaxmi Samal, Asst. Prof. (HR)

HR Club Members:
§
Sweta Kiran (Student Coordinator)
§
Niharika Dash (Student Coordinator)
§
Falguni Jagadev Ray
§
Abhilash Rout
§
Subhashrita Sahu

“The inventory, the value of my company walks out of the door every evening ”
- Bill Gates
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